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THE SECRET  
TO BIG SAVINGS 
SELF-DIRECTED IRA 
FEES EXPLAINED

Want to get the best price for your Real Estate IRA? Knowing what to 
expect is half the battle— the rest is finding a provider who charges 
in a way that works for you. Get the lowdown on self-directed IRA 
fees, how providers charge, and what to look out for to SAVE BIG in 
this chapter.
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Introduction
As much as we all wish retirement plans were free of charge, they aren’t. 
Companies that provide services for retirement plans ALWAYS charge 
fees in some way, even if it’s not clear how. Afterall, they have to cover 
basic business costs to service your account, so they always find a way. 

Even so, you’ll sometimes see promotions by big banks where they offer 
great benefits like making a contribution to your account or promises to 
match your retirement savings, all while promoting these accounts as 
free— don’t be fooled. There is no such thing as a free IRA. 

Here is a limited list of fees you’ll find with most retirement accounts (not 
just self-directed IRAs):

• Inactivity fees

• Low balance fees

• Commission fees

• Service fees

• Management fees

• Other fees

• Advisory fees

• Investment fees

• Participant fees

• Minimum account funding requirements to receive bonuses

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidrae/2018/05/17/my-401k-plan-is-free-right-retirement-plan-fees-explained/#1b9fb17f68df


It’s pretty simple — 
the more you pay on fees, the less you have 
to save, invest, and grow for your future.
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Fees have a big impact on retirement savings— they slowly add up over time, 
preventing you from putting your hard-saved money to work for your future 
retirement. It’s been shown they’re one of the biggest drains on retirement 
savings, year after year. A difference of just 1% can make a huge difference 
over a lifetime, leaving you with less to save and invest for your future— and 
that’s true beyond just self-direction. 

Because of this, it’s important to carefully compare costs between IRA 
custodians, so you know you’re not wasting money you meant to save for 
your retirement. 

You can end up saving literally thousands of dollars when comparing costs 
across providers. We recently had a new client transfer their account to IRAR 
and they saved $1,700 on annual fees alone, because their old provider 
charged based on the total value of her account. It makes a major difference.

Use this chapter to help you do your research and compare costs across 
providers, so you know you’re getting the best deal for your self-directed IRA. 
Let IRAR help you get the best value for your real estate IRA.
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/jaimecatmull/2018/12/08/do-you-know-how-much-401k-fees-are-costing-you/#33066872569chttps://www.forbes.com/sites/jaimecatmull/2018/12/08/do-you-know-how-much-401k-fees-are-costing-you/#33066872569c
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Self-Directed IRA Custodial Fees: Explained 
Most providers divide their fees into two categories: annual administration 
or recordkeeping fees and individual transaction fees. But every self-
directed IRA provider is different and charges differently— some providers 
are all-inclusive, with others based on number or type of asset, some 
charge annually, while others charge quarterly. It’s a good idea to confirm 
the custodian’s fee schedule when opening the account, so you know what 
you’re paying up front. 

Annual & Recordkeeping Fees 
Annual administration/recordkeeping fees are the fees you pay your 
provider yearly for their administration and custody of your account. 

Custodians have a few ways they charge annual administrative fees— most 
charge a percentage based on the total value of your account (not just 
the available cash), sometimes referred to as per-value. Some (like IRAR) 
charge a flat fee based on the number of assets, often called per-asset. 
Even fewer charge an all-inclusive fee that covers a limited number of 
transactions each year, but this is not common.

On top of these recordkeeping fees, per-value custodians sometimes 
charge an additional asset-holding fee. This is sometimes annual, semi-
annual, or even quarterly (on top of other annual and transaction fees). 
Some providers do charge an asset fee for cash, or sometimes they’ll 
incorporate the cash into the overall value of the account.

The charge for holding real estate is often one of the most expensive, 
ranging from $20 to $600 per asset. Look out for other fees like this, since 
some custodians aren’t always transparent about how much their accounts 
can cost.

When talking about self-directed IRAs, per-value tends to be the most 
common way to charge. Note— this is usually calculated based on your 
overall account value, not just the cash in the account.
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An Example…

The average IRA is worth about $100,000.
At one of the more expensive per-value IRA custodians, this average investor 
would pay about $550.

At a custodian that charges per-asset, this same investor would pay based on 
the number of assets. Say this real estate investor owns one single-family home 
in their IRA— at a per-asset custodian like IRAR, they’d pay our minimum fee of 
$199 a year.

If your account was worth more, you could be saving even more.

Another Example…

So say your IRA has a balance of $300,000, 
and holds 2 real estate assets.
At one of the more expensive per-value custodians, that puts you at $946 a year.

At a custodian that charges per-asset, you’d pay based on just the number of 
assets, no matter the value— for example, at a company like IRAR you’d pay 
$274 a year ($199 base asset fee + $75 additional asset fee).

That’s a savings of $672.

Keep that in mind— the way your provider charges can make a big difference 
in your annual IRA costs. Make sure their fee schedule makes sense for your 
investment strategy. 
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https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/investing/how-does-your-ira-balance-compare-to-average/
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Transaction Fees
This is an area some IRA providers can really get you. Most custodians 
charge fees for processing various transactions on top of administrative 
fees. This is standard practice in the industry to cover basic business 
costs, but some companies are more eager to pass those fees along to 
you than others. 

There are some fees you’ll run into almost everywhere (like check, 
wire, and overnight fees), but others are less common and you’ve 
got to watch out for them (like charging for earnest money deposits, 
statements, or non-recourse loans).

You won’t be able to avoid transaction fees entirely— even if using a 
provider touted as “all-inclusive”, there’s almost always a catch. If you 
take stock before you begin, you can find a custodian that doesn’t 
break your retirement bank before you even get there.

These little fees add up.
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Costs to Purchase Real Estate 
with a Self-Directed IRA
There are a few things real estate investors tend to get charged for 
other investors don’t need to worry about. Most providers will charge 
for processing purchases and sales. Some have additional fees for 
Required Minimum Distributions and non-recourse loans, or if you’re 
transferring in real estate you already own from another plan. Almost all 
providers charge to send funds out of your account, as banks generally 
charge per-transaction, but the amount varies. 

An example of savings:

Some providers will also charge an additional fee to process HOA 
payments, utilities, and other bills, but not at IRAR. However, we do 
charge depending on the method of payment processing (shown in the 
above chart). You can save on these fees by researching custodian fees 
and prepaying these in bulk, or through a property manager that your 
IRA reimburses all at once.

Fees Associated with a Real Estate Purchase 
(Not all fees apply to every purchase)

Purchase ..........................................................................$175
(includes Non-Recourse Loan 
and Earnest Money Deposit)

Check ................................................................................$7

Cashier’s Check .............................................................$30

Overnight Delivery ........................................................$30

Wire Transfer ...................................................................$30

ACH Transfer...................................................................No Fee

Notary Fee .......................................................................$15
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Tips to Save Big on Real Estate IRAs:
What’s the best way to save big on your real estate IRA? Do the math.  
Some providers are seriously cheaper, and the wrong custodian could be 
the difference between wealth-building and retirement breaking. 

Consider not just your costs now, but in the future, if your investments pay 
off— the best cost provider may end up costing you big down the line if 
you aren’t careful.

1. Do the math
You know what your plans are for your IRA better than
anyone. Look at your current account value and at
your plans for the future, then estimate what your costs
would be at each custodian now and 5 years from now.
The easiest way to save big on your self-directed IRA is
to choose the right provider to begin with.

2. Compare directly
Once you’ve estimated what your real estate IRA
should cost, start comparing the actual costs for your
current and future account across providers. Some
providers make their money by nickel-and-diming real
estate investors, and be sure to check under “special
services” before opening your account with these
custodians.

3. Consider the service
You’d think fees would be the only thing to worry about
when considering costs, but if your self-directed IRA is
held by a provider who is slow, sloppy, or uninformed,
that can be expensive. Keeping transactions timely,
accurate, and in compliance is essential— so before
scraping the bottom of the barrel, consider what you’re
really paying.



Use this tool for help comparing providers and fees:
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It’s typical for IRA custodians to charge fees for processing specific transactions— but some charge more than 
others. Compare them here:
*Note that some providers offer “all-inclusive” IRAs will still charge additional fees.

ACCOUNT ESTABLISHMENT FEE

ANNUAL RECORDKEEPING & ASSET HOLDING FEES 

TRANSACTION FEES

IRA custodians usually charge an account establishing fee to open your account, so take this into consideration 
when making plans for your retirement

Providers don’t all charge the same annual fees – use the table below to get the best deal for your IRA:

Account Opening Fee

My Annual Recordkeeping 
Costs TOTAL

Real Estate Purchase/Sale
Earnest Money Deposit
Checks Deposits
Checks (Outgoing)
Cashier’s Check (Outgoing)
Wires (Incoming/Outgoing)

Transfers (Incoming/Outgoing)
Distributions & RMDs
Account Statements
Non-Recourse Loan

My Annual Transaction Costs

Other

ACH (Incoming/Outgoing)
Overnight Mail

Based on Account Value

# Anticipated (per year)

Your Account Value 

% Multiplier (ex: .0060%)

Other

%

$

$

$

$

$

$

Subtotal

Cost (per transaction*) Est. Annual Subtotal

2

1

ADD UP YOUR TOTALS FROM BOXES 1, 2, & 3 
TO GET YOUR TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS

My Est. Total Annual Fees*

$
$
$
$

Box 1 - Enrollment
Box 2 - Annual
Box 3 - Transaction

My Annual Recordkeeping 
Costs TOTAL $

$

$

$

Number of Assets

Base Fee/First Asset

Each Additional Asset
(price per asset               )

Based on Number of Assets

Subtotal

2

OR
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CHAPTER 3:
Avoiding Prohibited 
Transactions With 
Your Real Estate IRA

READY FOR THE 
NEXT CHAPTER?3
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In a Nutshell
If you want to invest with a self-directed IRA, you’ll have to pay someone to custody 
your retirement account (that part’s a requirement). But you don’t have to pay out 
the nose to do so— low-cost providers do exist, you just need to know what to 
consider for your strategy.

The key things to consider are:

• How they charge— per-value or per-asset, and how that impacts your account

• Transaction fees— do they charge for every little thing, and does it impact your
savings plan?

• How frequently they charge— do they bill quarterly? Annually?

• The rest— that’s up to you.
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